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450Awesome Power in a 
Mid-Size Format

THE BRIGHTEST,
FARTHEST-REACHING
LIGHT WE’VE EVER introduced.

MAGLITE® ML150LR™
LED RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT SYSTEM

Announcing the MAGLITE® LED 
Flashlight Line for 2017, featuring-



High-Reliability Electronic Switch With QuickClik® User Interface
The QuickClik® user interface, already familiar to anyone who knows our product line, is what gives the ML150LR™ flashlight its 
extreme versatility.  It enables each user to custom-configure the flashlight to optimize ease of access to the functions he or she 
needs most.  Five separate functions are available – High Power, Low Power, Eco Mode®, Strobe (12 Hz) and Momentary (“Dead-
Man Switch”) mode.  These are organized into four different function sets – General, Outdoor, Law Enforcement and Military.  So, 
for example, if a user selects the “General” function set, three of the five functions are accessible:  High Power (with one click), 
Low Power (two clicks), and Eco Mode® (three clicks).  If a user invokes the “Law Enforcement” function set, a different set of three 
functions, in a different order, becomes accessible: Momentary (with one click), Full Power (two clicks), and Eco Mode® (three clicks).  
In the “Outdoor” and “Military” function sets, the Strobe function is one of the accessible functions.

A WINNING FORMULA
STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPONENTS + DESIGN INNOVATIONS
= BREAKTHROUGH PERFORMANCE

Specs at a glance

Ergonomic Quick-Release Button-
for fast, effortless retrieval of light

Powered Charging Cradle-
for permanent stowage, secures 
light even in roughest conditions

Charge Status Indicator Light-
changes color to show battery charge level

QuickFocus™-
adjusts from spot to flood with 
about 1/4 turn of the head

Multi-Mode 
Electronic Switch-
for quick access to
any of 5 functions

Our first 1,000-lumen flashlight did not happen by accident.  As white-light power LED technology has 
improved, Mag Instrument R&D has been paying attention.  With latest-generation LEDs, it’s possible to 
produce more light with lower power consumption than could have been imagined even a short while 
ago.  But new ultra-bright LEDs also brought new challenges:  They generate lots of heat; and if an LED 
overheats, its efficiency plummets.  As its temperature rises, the LED demands more and more power 
to make less and less light.  Heat management, therefore, is a critical challenge, one that holds the key 
to unlock the full light-producing potential of the newest, brightest LEDs.  Mag Instrument has met that 
challenge by developing an innovative heat-sinking technology.  The ML150LR™ is the first flashlight to 
employ that recently-patented technology, which is exclusive to Mag Instrument.

So it is no coincidence that the ML150LR™ is also Mag Instrument’s first thousand-lumen flashlight 
– despite its modest weight and dimensions.  Its C-cell-size format puts it squarely in the “Mid-Size” 
category.

The ML150LR™ is also Mag’s first mid-size flashlight to use Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) 
rechargeable battery chemistry, which affords greater safety than older rechargeable chemistries and 
allows faster recharging (about 2.5 hours from “dead” to “full”).

Not that there should be much reason for the battery ever to deplete entirely.  The ML150LR™ flashlight 
is designed for permanent stowage in its powered charging cradle, which automatically controls charge 
rate and cannot overcharge the battery.  The cradle can be powered either by the 12- volt DC electrical 
system of a vehicle or by 120-volt AC household current.  So the flashlight can be charged and ready 
for action at all times.  The improved charging cradle has enough clamping force that the flashlight will 
not fall out, even if mounted upside down in a vehicle traveling over a bumpy road, and yet the new, 
ergonomically friendly quick-release button allows fast, effortless retrieval. 

Flashlight Features
•  New, patented heat-sink technology for improved light 

output and power management
•  Our highest-ever light output (1,000 lumens) and 

longest-ever beam distance (450 meters)*
•  Three power settings – High (1,000 lumens); Low (120 

lumens); Eco (20 lumens)*
•  Five available functions – the 3 power settings plus 

Strobe (12 Hz) and Momentary
•  Long run times (4 hr @ High, 30 hr @ Low, 75 hr @ 

Eco power setting)*
• IPX4 water resistant*
• Fast-handling mid-size format
• Easy, intuitive QuickClik® user interface
•  Customizable for quickest access to each user’s 

preferred functions
 

Rechargeable Battery Features
•  Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) chemistry for 

improved safety and performance
•  Long service life – rated for up to 1,000 charge/

discharge cycles

Charging Cradle Features
• Fast charging – about 2.5 hr from “dead” state
•  For permanent flashlight stowage – can’t overcharge 

battery
• Charge status indicator light
•  High clamping force secures light even in rough 

conditions
• Improved quick-release button
• Supplied with AC and DC adapters
• Mountable in any position, even upside-down

Type Mid-Size Rechargeable
Lumens (High) 1000 lm*
Beam Distance 450 m*
Battery (LiFePO4) Included
Weight With Batteries 15.5 oz. / 439 g
Water-Resistant (IPX4) Yes 
Technology LED

Length 10.687  in. / 271.45 mm
Run Time, High/Low/Eco  4h */ 30h */ 75h*
Rechargeable Yes
Quick Recharge Time approx. 2.5 hr.*
120 Volt Charger Yes
12 Volt Charger Yes
Color Black
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 Full Power Full Power Momentary Momentary

 Low Power Low Power Full Power Full Power

 Eco Strobe Eco Strobe

*All performance figures are estimates.  Final testing, under the ANSI FL-1 Flashlight Basic Performance Standard (2009), is pending.

The following chart summarizes the function sets, and the 
functions that are accessible within each set:

The default function set, programmed at the factory, is “General.”  
So if a user is satisfied with three functions (High, Low and Eco, in 

that order), then he or she need never reconfigure the flashlight and 
may simply use it in its “straight-out-of-the-box” configuration.

The charging cradle can be hard-wired into a vehicle’s 12-volt DC electrical system, or powered through a 
cigarette-lighter adapter, or, with the supplied converter, can be connected to 120-volt AC current.

The cradle, mountable on any flat surface, has enough 
clamping force to secure the flashlight even when mounted 
upside down in a moving vehicle on a rough road. 

MID SIZE


